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Staff members took part last week in a Legacy training on “Handling Difficult Conversations”.
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Local News
Morris Kallon Testifies / Awoko
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Morris Kallon Testifies: 2 Ghanaians, 1 Senegalese Killed / Exclusive
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Amputee Team Presents Runners-Up Trophy to Africell / New Citizen
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President Koroma Mourns Hinga Norman / We Yone
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International News
Untitled / BBC World Service Trust
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We Yone
Monday, 14 April 2008

[We Yone is the official newspaper of the All People’s Congress]
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BBC World Service Trust
Friday, 11 April 2008
On the third day of his direct examination, the Prosecution insider witness in the Charles Taylor war crimes
trial has been testifying to force labour in RUF diamond mining camps and the network of diamond
distribution.
As Alphonsus Zeon reports from The Hague, where the trial is taking place, witness TF1-516, revealed, the
rebels rounded up civilians and commanded them into pits to dig diamonds.
ZEON: TF1-516 said the rebels, using guns, commanded the civilians to jump into pits to mine the precious
stones, Prosecution here say, a major source the rebel used to finance their insurrection.
TF1-516: They moved around to get manpower – civilians...They were beaten. They were forced to... "Move"
and they took them to the pit. They commanded them to... They used the arm to create
panic in them to obey their instructions.
ZEON: Charles Taylor faces charges including forced labour. Prosecution say he received the diamonds from
the rebels and supplied them guns to fight the war.
TF1-516 said leading RUF figures, including one time interim leader Issa Sesay and frontline commander Sam
Bockarie paid regular visits to the Front’s Mining Commander, Captain Moriba, in Kono District in Sierra
Leone to collect the stones.
ZEON: They said another senior RUF operative, Eddie Kanneh, routinely travelled with diamonds to
Monrovia. The witness said as a senior radio operator he tracked in a book key communication by RUF
leaders and their partners using codes to discuss diamond and arm transactions.
TF1-561: Sam Bockarie used to talk about the movement of Eddie Kanneh, that he was moving with the
diamonds to see with the chief and after the movement of Eddie Kanneh then Sam Bockarie sometimes
would be called to report to call sign 020. Thereafter he would come with the materials into Buedu... the
commander thought it wise that instead of just using codes to codify two or three letter words, he then
strategised another method to have those two or three letter words codified.
MOHAMED BANGURA: Now, this code chart which we have, did it keep some of the old codes that you had
before?
TF1-561: Yes, sir... The military terminologies remained untouched.
ZEON: After two and a half days of direct examination by Prosecution lawyer Mohamed Bangura, TF1-516 is
now in the hands of Charles Taylor’s lawyers for questioning, led by Morris Anyah.
ANYAH: When this exhibit was presented, it came from the Case Manager in the back, that there
were 46 pages cover to cover, yes? Mr Witness, do you know if what you have before you contains 46 pages?
TF1-561: You will have to give me a chance to count: 1, 2, 18, 36, 40, 42.
ANYAH: If you add the two covers, the back and front cover, it comes up by your count to about 44... We
counted 46 but you say it's 44. Mr Witness, what happened to 52 pages from this book?
TF1-561: The prescription was done in this book and left there for quite some time. It was later on replicated...
I had it properly written and discarded the coded message.

